
 
 

April 6, 2015 

Tonight’s Agenda 

Using Web Search    Archiving Webpages 

Merging Results into Family Tree  Syncing Your Family Tree to Ancestry 

Searching Other Databases   Using Tree Sync 

Creating a Favorites Website List 

Web Clipping Tool 

Saving Images from the Internet to Your Tree 

 

References to numbered bracket boxes, ie, [1], in each paragraph are shown in each figure 

located above or below the numbered paragraphs. 

 

Using Web Search 

FTM has the ability to research your ancestors online using different databases. FTM Versions 

2008/09/10/11/12 includes a feature to research the different databases and import the 

information into your family tree. Since FTM 2005, the Web Search feature utilizes Ancestry’s 

(www.ancestry.com) databases for researching ancestors. To do so requires registering with 

FTM, a subscription to Ancestry, and an Internet connection. The Ancestry feature is key to 

FTM software that no other genealogy software has.  

 

Tip: Ancestry has over 32,600 worldwide databases available to FTM. If users have access to 

the U.S. subscription at home, you can access the worldwide version at most libraries and save 

the ancestor information including the image on an USB flash drive or send to an email account. 

Users can import the image and source information for any ancestor directly into their family 

tree in FTM from their email account. 

 

FTM has a nice feature to let users know if Ancestry has located any results for each ancestor by 

looking at the pedigree chart selecting the Family tab in the People workspace. [1] A green leaf 

will appear next to each name that Ancestry has found any results as shown in figure one below. 

This isn’t foolproof as the results seem to pick only 4 or 5 star rated results, thus several lower 

rated results could be missed. To resolve this, a New Search can be done as shown in figure 2 on 

the next page. More results will occur upon doing this extra step as noted on page 3. 

 

[2] By placing the mouse over the name, a pop-up box appears to show how many hints (results) 

will be available. The results indicate how many records and trees might be available for that 

ancestor.  

 

Tip: Be careful on importing information existing family trees. Many submitters don’t validate 

their family trees as they may have copied them from other researchers. Too much copying of 

family trees occurs online without any verification. 

http://www.ancestry.com/
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Figure 1. Using Web Search 

 

[3] Simply click on the Ancestry hints in the pop-up box as shown above to find what records are 

available. FTM automatically changes the screen to Web Search and starts a database search for 

the ancestor. A search screen appears with the results from Ancestry as shown below in figure 2.  

Figure 2. Ancestry Search Results 
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This step is ideal for adding new sources for any ancestor. As in previous FTM versions back to 

2008, [1] the database records for the selected ancestor will appear in the upper center panel. [2] 

Your personal ancestor’s facts will be displayed in the lower left panel. [3] The web search 

results information will be displayed in the lower right panel. If the information is a match to the 

ancestor, [4] users have the option to select the Merge icon or select the Ignore (stop) icon. [5] 

If the source matches a different person, users have the option to select a different person by 

selecting this icon to open the Index of Individuals. [6] A New Search may be required to gain 

more results by selecting this button. A new screen allows users to vary the ancestor’s 

information to narrow or widen the results. After finding the correct results, users have the 

option to compare the results in a new screen, comparing the known facts with the possible 

results data and marking the data as the new preference or just keep as an alternate source or 

discard the new data. 

Merging Results into Family Tree 

After comparing the results, the next step is to review the merged information using the Web 

Merge Wizard as shown in figure 3 below. [1] Both the preferred and alternate data will be 

shown for the ancestor’s information. [2] Users can review the source information as noted 

below and add the document image by checking the [3] Media box noted below. [4] If source 

editing is required for the source citation, then select the Edit button and follow the prompts for 

editing.  [5] If satisfactory, then select the Merge Now button or select Cancel if the data is not 

satisfactory. 

 

Figure 3. Web Merge Wizard 
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Searching Other Databases 

 

FTM has a feature to search other databases other than Ancestry. But the other database searches 

won’t have automatic searches as FTM does with Ancestry. However, FTM does add the name 

and dates from your ancestor information automatically into the search field for any of the 

Ancestry.com databases, so you don’t have to be concerned about mis-typing the wrong ancestor 

information. Users have to enter the ancestor information manually into the other databases. 

Users have to manually select the search button to activate the search.  

 

Start by selecting the Web Search workspace button at the top. [1] Select the Search tab and 

select which [2] database is preferred for the search other than Ancestry. [3] Select which 

ancestor will be searched from the Index. [4] You’ll notice the search field is completed with the 

ancestor’s name and dates depending on what ancestor you selected. But sometimes, users may 

have to enter the names and dates. Consider leaving the middle name or initial out to widen the 

search due to limited records with the other databases. 

 

 
Figure 4. Other Website Searches 

 

[5] Select the Search button to start the search. The search results will appear after the search is 

completed with the different website as shown below in figure 6. 

 

Tip: FTM works with practically any Internet database and you can retrieve the document or 

photos from those databases to import into FTM. 
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Creating a Favorites Website List 

 

[6] Users can add new databases as shown above in figure four by selecting the New button. 

Users need to know the website address, ie, (www.familysearch.org) for the Family History 

Library to add any new website to the summary list in the left panel using the template shown 

below in figure 5. Users can arrange the personal favorites websites in the website summary list 

in any order by selecting the Manage Favorites button. 

 

 
Figure 5: Creating A New Website List 

 

Web Clipping Tool 

 

 
Figure 6. FamilySearch Website Results 
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FTM provides a nice “web clipping” tool to select the preferred text from the other databases for 

importing into FTM as shown above in figure 6. [1] Select the Facts tab near the bottom and [2] 

select a different ancestor for the source information if required. [3] Select the web clipping tool 

icon and [4] highlight each source information with the mouse cursor. [5] A new text box 

appears next to the highlighted info to show the date, place, or description information to be 

imported into FTM. After selecting the desired category, [6] the new source information will 

appear for each fact in the lower right panel under Search Result Detail. 

 

It is very easy to add source information for any ancestor from any website. After reviewing the 

information, then select the [7] Merge icon to add the source information to your ancestor’s 

facts. Repeat the same steps as shown in figure 4 on page 4 to merge the source information for 

each category. A new feature [8] allows users to attach the info to your family tree, source box, 

or share in FamilySearch™. You must have an account with FamilySearch™ to add this feature. 

 

Saving Images to Your Family Tree 

FTM allows users to save any image from any Internet database into the Media folder for later 

use as shown below in figure 7. The image or photo has to appear in FTM’s center panel for the 

image  capture to be transferred into the Media folder. If the photo is shown in a new browser 

window, simply highlight and copy (right click mouse and select copy) the new website address 

with the mouse cursor, then close that browser window.   

Tip: Do you know about penny postcards for each state and county? It’s available through 

USGenWeb Archives/Special Collections Project/Photos Collections/Penny Postcards.  

 

 
Figure 7. Importing Online Photos 
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[1] Either select the preferred website or go to FTM’s website browser address box and highlight 

the existing address and paste in the new address (right click mouse and select paste). Select Go 

to activate the web browser and see the photo appear in FTM’s web browser window. [2] Select 

the ancestor to import the photo by selecting from the Index. [3] Select the Media tab in the 

bottom left panel. [4] Highlight the photo with the mouse, which a green dash style border will 

appear around the photo and will be shown as a thumbnail photo in the Search Result Detail n 

the lower right panel.  

 

Notice a red X appears in the thumbnail photo in the lower panel, which means the photo has yet 

to be merged into the Media folder. [5] Select Merge to complete the photo transfer into the 

Media folder in the lower left panel. A new box appears to show the transfer completed 

successfully. 

 

Archiving Web Pages 

A feature of FTM allows users to return to a website that you may not have finished entering the 

data. The website can be bookmarked for easy access at a later time. After accessing the website 

for a specific ancestor using the Index feature, select the [6] Create Page Archive button as 

shown above in figure 7.  

 

A new thumbnail photo appears with the website address embedded internally. Then select [5] 

Merge to complete the transfer into the Media folder for the specific ancestor. The archived 

website page will be archived inside the Media folder for that specific ancestor. Users can return 

to the website by selecting the specific individual from the Index and selecting the Media folder, 

then select that thumbnail (bookmarked website) in that Media folder to return to that specific 

website for more research on the specific ancestor.  

 

Syncing Your Family Tree to Ancestry.com 

A feature called TreeSync™ is available only through Ancestry.com. This feature allows users 

to make changes on your family tree in FTM 2012/14 software and synchronize with the same 

tree on Ancestry.com, provided you uploaded your family tree from FTM 2014 to the 

Ancestry.com website. It also works in reverse so any update you made in your family tree on 

Ancestry.com will update the family tree in your FTM 2014 software.  

 

You can upload the entire tree or parts of your family tree to Ancestry.com. Plus you upload the 

FTM tree without linking to both trees for security reasons. When you upload to Ancestry.com 

for the first time, select Entire file or Selected individuals and check whether you want to 

privatize the tree, then select ‘OK.’ 

 

TreeSync™ can synchronize your family trees either automatically or manually. Family Tree 

Maker will update the family trees in either direction, providing your FTM program is running. 
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You can sync the trees manually by selecting the ‘Sync Now’ button in the Current Tree tab on 

the Plan workspace page. 

 

You can review a log of changes to review or verify your tree changes. You can change settings 

by updating the options for TreeSync™ by selecting the ‘Sync Now’ button, then select ‘Sync 

Options.’ This allows you to change to automatically, manually or unlink trees. Whenever 

conflicts arise between the two trees in FTM or Ancestry, you will be asked to resolve the 

conflict.  

 

One nice feature is to keep your FTM family tree on Ancestry private. Select the ‘Sync Now’ 

button and select ‘Manage Online Tree Privacy.’ Select Private or Public tree options 

depending on your preference. Selecting private keeps others from changing your tree 

information, while public selection allows anyone to make changes in your family tree on 

Ancestry.com or in FTM, if linked. However, you can always unlink the trees later if you prefer. 

 

If you decide you don’t want the your tree or make a mistake in uploading it to Ancestry.com, 

you can simply delete it by going to Ancestry’s website, select family trees tab, then select the 

family tree you want to delete, then select ‘Tree Pages’ and ‘Tree Settings’ and scroll down to 

bottom right hand corner of webpage and select ‘Delete Your Tree.’ 

 

Homework Assignment 

Try these features at home. Browse the Ancestry database and merge the results of your ancestor 

to your tree. Add the source information and image from Ancestry to the source citation created 

for each of your ancestors. Surf the other databases and repeat the same steps. Obtain a photo 

postcard from your favorite ancestor location on USGenWeb archives and add the photo into the 

Media folder. 

Latest FTM Update:  22.0.0.345 

Next Meeting 

Our next User Group meeting will be held on Monday, May 4 at 6:30 pm in the Council Tree 

Library. I’ll discuss adding new Media items and creating family tree charts. 

Handouts are also available on our website at www.lcgsco.org. 

If you have any problems, email me at FTM@lcgsco.org.   

Happy Trails! Bob 

http://www.lcgsco.org/
mailto:FTM@lcgsco.org

